Ruthenium and osmium complexes that bear functional azolate chelates for dye-sensitized solar cells.
The preparation of sensitizers for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) represents an active area of research for both sustainability and renewable energy. Both Ru(II) and Os(II) metal sensitizers offer unique photophysical and electrochemical properties that arise from the intrinsic electronic properties, that is, the higher propensity to form the lower-energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) transition, and their capability to support chelates with multiple carboxy groups, which serve as a bridge to the metal oxide and enable efficient injection of the photoelectron. Here we present an overview of the synthesis and testing of these metal sensitizers that bear functional azolate chelates (both pyrazolate and triazolate), which are capable of modifying the metal sensitizers in a systematic and beneficial manner. Basic principles of the molecular designs, the structural relationship to the photophysical and electrochemical properties, and performances of the as-fabricated DSSCs are highlighted. The success in the breakthrough of the synthetic protocols and potential applications might provide strong stimulus for the future development of technologies such as DSSCs, organic light-emitting diodes, solar water splitting, and so forth.